Lawn Care Learning Lab Kit - CONTENTS

Learning about Equipment
1 poster—answers are on the back of poster.
   Basic Tools and Equipment (light red)
1 chart—answers are on the back of chart.
   Mowing Height (purple)
2 task cards—solution is on the back of each card.
   Basic Tools and Equipment (light red)
   Mowing Height (purple)

Learning about Grasses
2 posters—answers are on the back of each poster.
   Cool Season Grasses (lemon)
   The Grass Plant (lime)
1 chart
   Turfgrass Growing Zones (white)
2 task cards—solution is on the back of each card.
   Cool Season Grasses (lemon)
   The Grass Plant (lime)

Learning about Lawn Insect Pests, Diseases, and Weeds
2 charts—answers are on the back of each chart.
   Lawn Disease Chart (pink)
   Insect Feeding Zones (white)
4 task cards—solution is on the back of each card.
   Lawn Disease Chart (pink)
   Lawn Insect Pests (white)
   Weed Identification (white)
   Disease Identification (white)
4 lawn insect pest image cards—description is on the back of each card.
8 lawn disease image cards—description is on the back of each card.
20 lawn weed image cards—description is on the back of each card.

Learning about General Lawn Care
1 poster—answers are on the back of poster.
   Lawn Care Calendar (blue)
1 task card—solution is on the back of card.
   Lawn Care Calendar (blue)

Learning about Seed
1 poster—answers are on the back of poster.
   Seed Bag Label (dark green)
1 task card—solution is on the back of card.
   See Bag Label (dark green)
Lawn Care Learning Lab Kit - CONTENTS (continued)

Learning about Fertilizer
1 poster–answers are on the back of poster.
   *Fertilizer Bag Label* (orange)
1 task card–solution is on the back of card.
   *Fertilizer Bag Label* (orange)

Learning about Soil Testing
1 poster–answers are on the back of poster.
   *Collecting Soil Samples* (gold)
1 task card–solution is on the back of card.
   *Collecting Soil Samples* (gold)

Learning about Root Development
1 poster–answers are on the back of poster.
   *Root Development* (dark pink)
1 task card–solution is on the back of card.
   *Root Development* (dark pink)

Learning Lawn Management Techniques
1 poster–answers on the back of poster.
   *Recommended Mowing Techniques* (red)
2 charts–answers are on the back of each chart.
   *Thatch in the Lawn* (light blue)
   *Measuring the Amount of Water* (tan)
4 task cards–solution is on the back of each card.
   *Mowing Techniques* (red)
   *Thatch in the Lawn* (light blue)
   *Measuring the Amount of Water* (tan)
   *Lawn Maintenance Steps* (white)
2 image cards showing thatch–identification is on the back of each card. (white)
16 image cards describing lawn maintenance steps (white)
   *preparing soil, sowing seed, overseeding, and sodding*

Miscellaneous
1 canvas carrying case (green)
1 shipping box
3 white polystyrene sheets
156 sets of Velcro dots
17 zip-top plastic bags
17 labels for plastic bags

Resources
1 Assembly Instructions (yellow)
1 *Educator’s Resource Materials Set*–spiral-bound notebook (yellow)